Alphabetical Order

Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. wrench, hello, east, kept
   __________, __________, __________, __________

2. reading, yellow, remember, west
   __________, __________, __________, __________

3. metal, many, medal, eggshell
   __________, __________, __________, __________

4. sentence, better, beanstalk, special
   __________, __________, __________, __________

5. peaches, bread, peace, piece
   __________, __________, __________, __________
Rewrite each word list in alphabetical order.

1. wrench, hello, east, kept
   **east, hello, kept, wrench**

2. reading, yellow, remember, west
   **reading, remember, west, yellow**

3. metal, many, medal, eggshell
   **eggshell, many, medal, metal**

4. sentence, better, beanstalk, special
   **beanstalk, better, sentence, special**

5. peaches, bread, peace, piece
   **bread, peace, peaches, piece**